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Question:

Re: Adam and Eve and the Tree 
of Life. Did they eat from this 
tree in the Garden of Eden?



Q&A

explanation
•Genesis 2:8-9, 15-17

- two special trees in the garden
- man is given permission to eat of all of the   

trees except the TKGE

• after man sins (by eating from the TKGE),    
God blocks his access to the Tree of Life        
(Genesis 3:22-24)

- so that he will not “eat, and live forever”



Q&A

explanation
•Revelation 2:7, 22:2,14,19

- Tree of Life now pictured in heaven
- access to the Tree of Life is part of what those 

who have remained faithful are promised
- bears fruit all year long, leaves are “for the 

healing of the nations”
- what was lost in Eden is regained in the eternal 

home with God



Question:

Who was Cain afraid of being 
killed by (Genesis 4:14)?



Q&A

explanation
•Genesis 4:8-16

•Genesis 4:17-5:32 is written topically, not 
chronologically

•Adam and Eve continued to have children

•man multiplies on the earth (Genesis 6:1)



Q&A

explanation
• at some point, Cain takes a wife (a relative)

- Bible does not say how much time passed 
between Genesis 4:16/17

•Cain’s fear was that someone would find him 
and exact vengeance for Abel

• although Cain’s lifespan is not given, Seth’s 
descendants were very long-lived



Question:

If there are no tears and sorrow in 
heaven, do we forget our loved ones   
who don’t go to heaven? Or will we 

simply not recognize anyone in 
heaven?



Q&A

explanation
• some answers that have been given:

- “we won’t remember them”

- “we will be of such understanding that we, like 
God, are able to see the justice in this, and will 
not be upset by it”

- “the joy of heaven will be so great that it will 
completely eclipse any sadness”

- “God will save everybody” (clearly unbiblical)



Q&A

explanation
•God’s promise: Revelation 21:1-5

•Bible doesn’t give an answer as to how he 
will accomplish these promises

• role of faith:
- trust that God WILL accomplish what he has 

promised
- even if we don’t understand the mechanism!



Q&A

explanation
• some things to consider:

- even on earth, we don’t constantly mourn   
loved ones that died lost

- God knows that these situations will come 
(Matthew 10:34-37)

- however it is done, it will be done perfectly

- our perspectives are limited by our earthly lives


